SENOUR GRANTED TENURE; SIX ENGLISH LECTURERS FIRED FOR LACK OF PHD’S

College To Vote On Governance Plan

Baruch College’s Governance Charter, which has been in the drafting stages since last March, will be presented to the Baruch College community in a referendum this month.

The charter outlines the procedures under which the different constituencies of the college will be governed, and upon which they will govern themselves will be discussed at open hearings this week. The hearings will be held in Room 4 North in the Business Administration Building from 10:00 to 12:00.

Day and Evening Session students will vote in class on December 19. Day Session students will vote at 12:00. Provisions will be made so that those students not in classes at that time may vote. The ballots will have three choices: Yes, No, and Present But Not Voting.

Copies of the draft of the Governance Charter are available to students. They can be found in the lobby of the Student Center, by the Auditorium in the Main Building, and on the 17th Floor of 360 Park Avenue South. It is highly recommended that students obtain a copy of the charter and that they read it before voting.

In order to pass the Governance Charter, a majority vote of 50% of the student body is needed and a majority vote of 50% of the faculty. In addition, the approval of the President is needed. After this, the Charter will be sent to the Board of Governors for final approval.

Teaching Ability of Six Not A Factor

Using a technakity known as “Non-Reappointment Due to Low” in the English Department has fired six full-time lecturers. These lecturers, who include Bryant Hayes, Paul Register, Therma Schankel, Carol Ceccone, and Anette Bland, are scheduled to be fired as of August 31, 1974 for some and August 31, 1975 for the others.

Firing lecturers by upgrading their lines to assistant professor is a college-wide practice. Maurice Benewitz, the Assistant to the President Wingfield for Faculty Staff Relations in the city, has been one of his actions to bring about a change in teaching ability. It is quite possible that this also could be true for the teaching ability of these lecturers.

Day Brown’s letters stated, the action taken was no reflection on the teaching ability but rather the action is being taken because these lecturers do not have doctorates. Doctorates are not required for lecturers, but by upgrading lines, the Ph.D. is then required and those without them are laid off. Brown’s letter also said that these lecturers that would be considered if they were able to obtain their doctorates.

Many of these lecturers were hired after the open admissions policy was affected, but their teaching ability. But it has been said that Dean Brown wants scholars more than teachers, and it is quite possible that this also is a college policy.

According to the Teacher Course Evaluations from the Fall 1972 term, Bryant Hayes received an overall rating of 2.2 in one class and 4.1 in two other classes. The highest score possible was 6.0.

The move came as a surprise to many students and faculty members. Dr. Senour has been quoted as saying that there were some complaints about teaching ability to faculty members.

The move came as a surprise to many students and faculty members. Dr. Senour has been quoted as saying that there were some complaints about teaching ability to faculty members.

Last Call for SPS Evaluations

Return To Box 9C or 307 S.C.

Governance Plan Open Hearings

4 NORTH

DEC. 12, 5-8 p.m.

DEC. 13, 12:30-2 p.m. – 5-8 p.m.
Committee To Foment Democracy
present their third annual
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**ATTENTION —**
**TO ALL THOSE STILL WISHING TO HAVE THEIR PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE YEARBOOK.**

A "LATE DATE" for sittings is being set for December 20th from 12 noon till 5 p.m.

**NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!**

Place will be Room 414 in The Student Center.
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To Student Government, Which Drifts within Budgets

By JIM BULSAN

I am not a member, nor do I belong, nor have I joined the Student Council because I believe this is a waste of time. I have been interested in the Student Council's procedures. However, I have found that student representatives do not have enough freedom to do what they think is best for the Baruch Community, we are not given enough of an opportunity to express our ideas to the Student Council. I have been to several meetings of the Student Council and have found that the students are bored and the meetings are usually over before the students have had an opportunity to express their ideas. The only results of the meetings would be to waste the student's time, which could be used to do something more productive.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

In recent weeks, Father has been students who have been behaving in a manner that is not consistent with the English Honor Society. The behavior of these students is not only unbecoming, but it is also a reflection on the university. We, as members of the English Honor Society, are concerned with the behavior of our fellow students. We believe that the university should take action to prevent this behavior.

Yours sincerely,

Alex Smith, President

PSC Discouraging Applying to CUNY

(PSC) The City University of New York

In advertisements appearing in recent months, the Professional Staff Congress has been encouraging students to apply to CUNY. However, PSC members at our recent meeting have been discouraged from applying to CUNY. In our recent meeting, the President of the PSC stated that he was discouraged from applying to CUNY because of the high tuition fees, and the difficulty of getting a job after graduation. The President also stated that PSC members who apply to CUNY are wasting their time and money, and that they should not apply to CUNY.

JERRY OF JGE:

"That's The Story"

(Continued from page 1) Jerry fielded as many questions from the audience as he could, including some tough ones, but he handled them with aplomb. Jerry's lecture was well-received, and the audience was left with a better understanding of the subject. Jerry's lecture was a success, and he deserves credit for his hard work.

EARN FIVE DOLLARS $5 MEN NEEDED $5 FOR ONE HOUR TO TALK TO INDIVIDUAL RELATIONS RESEARCH AT CUNY GRADUATE CENTER 33 W. 42ND ST. MAN. 9-4978 Call DR. KATZ 750-4681

NEWMAN CLUB

Dean Arthur Brown

The Test of Tendancy—A Protestant View

THURS., DEC. 13, 12:15 Room 509

DINNER-LECTURE

FEATURING

Prof. J. Finkelman

of Psychology Dept.

Co-Sponsored by Hillel and Sephardic Clubs

TOPIC:

ERECOLOGY & ENTRAPY

A Midrashic Appraisal

WED. 12/12 — PETE MAHONEY

WED. 12/12 — PETE MAHONEY

MEN NEEDED $20 FACULTY, $5 STUDENTS

AIDS CARE PROGRAM

REGISTRATION SLCERS

500 W. 42ND ST.

"OUR PLACE"

Rm. 306, 17 Lex.

12-2 P.M. — PROGRAMS

MON. 12/10

"The Role of the Ombudsman"

Prof. Seymour Kwerfel

TUES. 12/11 — LEVY SHEA YOGA — DEMONSTRATION

WED. 12/12 — PETE MAHONEY

Member of Gainesville 8

REFRESHMENTS

"THE ROLE OF THE OMBUDSMAN"

Presentation on the role of the ombudsman and its importance in higher education. The presentation will be followed by a Q&A session.

DEMONSTRATION OF LEVY SHEA YOGA

A demonstration of Levy Shea Yoga, a form of yoga that focuses on mindfulness and meditation.

PRESENTATION BY PETE MAHONEY

Pete Mahoney will be presenting on Gainesville 8, a student group involved in political activism.
MAKE INTERSESSION CHALLENGING AND EXCITING!

The Lamport Leaders' Society's 31st Sensitivity Training Workshop

"Search For Self"

JANUARY 18-20, 1974

$30 complete cost
($45 non-day session participants)

Deer Park Lodge, Cuudebackville, N.Y.

Application NOW available for limited # of participants in the Student Center Lobby (information booklet incl. with application)

ACCOUNTANCY SOCIETY will hold ELECTIONS for Spring '74 officer

ALL MEMBERS MUST VOTE!!!

Time 12:00 12/13/73 Room 4 South

At 1:00

Mr. Chapman from Weelcher Coffee Corp. will speak on

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTING

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

THE ACCOUNTING SOCIETY LUNCHEON WILL BE HELD ON DEC. 19, 1973 FROM 5:00 TO 5:00 IN THE FACULTY LOUNGE (24th St. Building, 5th Floor)

THE EDUCATION SOCIETY

Professionally Presents

Dr. Gerald Brooks

Chairman, Board of Education, N.Y.C.-Recruitment Division
Baruch opened its 73-74 fencing season at home against Fordham with a comfortable 19-8 victory, winning 14 out of the final 18 bouts.

Each fencing match is made up of three rounds, and each round consists of nine bouts — three bouts with each of three weapons: epee, saber, and foil. The team that wins 14 bouts or more is the winner of the match.

Baruch had already won the match by the conclusion of the second round; at which point the score read 16-4. Having clinched the match, Coach A. Paredes began to substitute fencers. Four of the 5 substitutions fell to our Fordham counterparts, showing a lack of experienced depth on reserve. Until these freshmen gain points and skills, Coach Paredes will have to rely on his first line men to carry the burden this season.

Three evening matches, Barry Formisano, Steve Bichanik, and Alfred Beleza accounted for six of Baruch’s 19 wins by defeating each of the Fordham opponents they faced. Right now and Sabre were very much in line. Mira specializes in epee. Sophomore Steve Griffis (Sable) and freshman Louis Vargas (Sabre) both won both of their two bouts.

In their second match of the season Baruch hosted Fairleigh Dickinson at Newark. Coach C. Paredes split the six bouts that didn’t involve a forfeit, having hoped for a better showing against a not-too-strong trio of epee wielders from Rutgers.

COPIES OF THE Governance Plan CAN BE FOUND IN THE LOBBIES OF THE STUDENT CENTER AND C.

THE MAIN BUILDING

Open Hearing This Week

In 4 North

TICKER Association (T.A.)

Cooperative criticism; inventive ideas or just something done of particular interest?

Please contact us at: Ticker Association

Baruch College • Newman Center • Box 75 • Room 337
(212) 741-8477

TICKER

December 11, 1973

Track And Field

This coming Saturday Baruch travels to Princeton, New Jersey, to compete in the Princeton Relays. This is the first of many major meets for our TAF this season. Other highlights of the school year:

- The 1974 NCAA championships at Queens College on Feb. 7. and the IGA Championships at Princeton on March 2 and 3.

Here is a rundown of the team members:

- Al Belenson, Jr. — Middle distance runner
- Walt Cantey, Jr. — Distance runner
- Tony Charnosky, Jr. — Distance runner
- Mario Church, Sr. — 440/880 sprinter/middle distance runner
- Rich Crabbe, Jr. — Sprinter
- Pat Garry, Jr. — Skater
- Harry Lenny, Sr. — 440/880 sprinter/middle distance runner
- Erle Ramsey, Sr. — 400/880/1500 sprinter/distance runner
- Bob Reish, Jr. — 440/880/1500 sprinter
- Saulos Zayani, Jr. — 800/1500/3000 middle distance runner
- Ed Lewis, Jr. — 440/880/1500/3000 sprinter/distance runner
- Dan DiGiovanni, So. — Middle distance runner
- Harold Readon, Fr. — 440/880/1500 middle distance runner
- Ricky Ricks, Fr. — High jump
- John Samuel, So. — High jump
- George Bailey, Fr. — Sprinter/high jump
- Tyrone Cunningham, Fr. — Sprinter/hurdler/high jump
- Steve Springer, Fr. — Distance runner
- Gary Mortensen, So. — Distance runner

Coach Roy Chernock feels he has the nucleus for a fine team combining veterans with promising newcomers. The potential is there and he hopes to improve on last year’s 4th place finish in the CUNY Championships. There are still slots open in shot put, high jump, and hurdles. For information on how to tryout contact Roy Chernock in room 700A in the main building.